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INTRODUCTION

1, The Monrovia Strategy for the Development of Africa, and the Lagos Plan of

Action for its- implementation were launched against a "background of very poor,

performance in most of the African .countries. In addition it had become increasingly

clear that the structure of the African economy -was very weak and unable to

respond adequately to Africa's needs in terms of economic growth and development,

2, Given such a situation it was only natural that the Monrovia Strategy and

the Lagos Plan of Action were of necessity formulated to redefine the approaches

to development in Africa. New strategies were needed so that past structures

of production and patterns of consumption could be replaced by a new kind of

an African economy with a' new self-reliant and self-generating development . '

process and new life styles,

3, The purpose of the present paper is to assess how individual national

structures heve responded to. tho call for aocio-cconoraic ahaege as outlined in
the Monrovia Strategy and the Lagos Plan of Action, Naturally such an assess

ment has to be based on the national .long-term plans of the individual African

countries. Unfortunately it has not been possible to collect all national plans

that have been launched or formulated since the adoption of the Lagos Plan of

Action by the African Heads of States and Governments in April I98O, However,

the ECA secretariat was fortunate to have had programmes prepared by individual

African least developed countries in the framework of the Substantial New Programme

of Action for the 1980s. It is on these individual country programmes that .the

present paper is based,

4. It is acknowledged that, by confining itself to African LDCs, the paper can

give only a partial picture of the ongoing efforts in African countries to :

implement the Lagos Plan of Action, However, even this is believed to be very

useful especially in terms of highlighting the modalities of adapting the all-

important recommentations of the Plan. It is hoped in the future to continue

this excercise to cover all countries in the African region,

5» The present paper is divided into'two main, parts.. Part one examines the

over-all broad objectives and general'policies of development especially in

respect of self-reliancet self-sustainment and welfare of tho African people

and contains an ?.nalysis of the problems of development and management of national

resources (natural, including energy, hunan, financial and institutional) and
co-operation arrangements at the bilateral, subregional and regional levels.

Part two examines sectoral transformational strategies and policies in agricul

ture, industry, and transport and communications.
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6, In preparing the present paper, care was takon to concentrate on what is

believed to be the crucial aspects of the implementation of the Lagos'Plan of

Action and the Final Act of Lagos. First, if is important to identify the

objectives, strategies and policies outlined in the country presentations and'

to assess to what extent such objectives and strategics reflect the real mean

ing of the Lagos Plan of Action as far as development and economic grovrth are

concerned. Such an assessment is of great importance as it lays down the founda

tions for planning in African countries in the 1980s.

7« Secondly, since development starts with the evaluation'and use of the

whole range, of domestic resources (human, natural, institutional and financial),

it is of paramount importance-to review strategies and policies-with respect

to those resources. Hence, the extent to which domestic resources play a central

,role in development effect in individual countries constitutes the main character
istic of national economic policies*.

:.>

8. . Thirdly, it has becpme increasingly obvious that, as most of the 51 develop
ing African countries are tiny both in size and population and/or land-locked,

they must co-operate in all fields, especially in production, training and trade,

in order to. achieve the objectives laid down in the Lagos Plan of Action as well

as the Final Apt of L'agos. ■ Hence, it is essential that such a paper should

address the problem of bilateral, subregional and-regional co-operation with a

view of identifying areas in which the least developed African countries have
or should have concentrated in their country programmes, "

9- Finally, three important sectors have been selected to review specific

policies, namely the loading sectors of agriculture and industry and the integ

rating sector -of transport communications.' Other sectors could be'included at
a later date.

PART ONE ; BROAD APPROACHES r OBJECTIVES ANT PRIORITIES

I. ASSESSMENT OF CONVERGENCE IN OBJECTIVES AND GENERAL POLICIES OUTLINED

IN THE LAGOS- PLAN,OF ACTION THE FINAL ACT OF LAGOS AND IN THE

COUNTRY PROGRAMMES ' '- -'■ '■ ■ -'-- :'

10. The fundamental guiding principle .of the Monrovia Strategy relates to the

establishment of self-sustaining, internally located processes of development

and economic grovrth based on individual and collective self-reliance, development
and fuller utilisation of the national natural and human resources including *

the broad participation of the masses and acceleration of the industrialization
process. In addition, the process of development envisaged in the Monrovia

Strategy would have to be consistent with improvements in the standards of living
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of the mass of the African people as well as with an equitable distribution

of the gains of socio-economic development.

11. The Lagos Plan of Action, in amplifying the above strategy, identified a

variety of objectives and priorities. These objectives and priorities can be

grouped into three major areas namely: (a) individual and collective self-

reliance; (b) self-sustainmont; and (c) improving the standards of living of

the masses. The assessment of convergence in objectives and policies in the

Plan and in the African least developed country programmes which foliov/s below

is also based on these major subgroups of objectives, policies and priorities.

''■' ^' Individual and collective self-reliance

12. All the country programmes have self-reliance as a'major objective although

different emphasis is laid on1 "the different aspects of this theme. In general,

all countries see an urgent need for the establishment of an independent national

economy with greatly reduced external economic and policies vulnerability and

dependence. The major aspects of .individual and collective self—reliance

which are covered in the 20 country programmes of the' African least developed

countries include: (a) food self—sufficiency; (b) reduction of dependence on

external resources (human and financial); (c) greater control over national

natural resources; and (d) increased complementarity with neighbouring countries.

13. Food self—sufficiency is seen by most countries as of such critical importance

that most of the country programmes have targets of achieving individual self-

sufficiency in food with some of them even aiming at achieving food surpluses

for export. However, it is only one country which points out that food self-

sufficiency should be viewed in a subregional context. In this regard it is

argued that, although imports from countries in the region must not serve to

offset production shortages, they must, however, form part of balanced foreign

trade given official status by subregional agreements. Such trade in food could

supply countries in a gi-ven subregion with food products that cannot be satis-"'

factorily produced in a given country or subrcgion. This perception of food

self-sufficiency is very important as it highlights the need for subregional

studies to be undertaken so as to map out ways of planning for optimal .sub-

regional food self—sufficiency and collective self—reliance*

14* Reduction in dependence on external factors is explicitly set out as an

objective and a priority in the framework of achieving a self-reliant process

of development. For the attainment of the objective three distinct areas are

envisaged in the various country programmes namely: (i) reduction in the depen

dence on a few export crops; (ii) reduction in the dependence on external
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expertise and capital; and (iii) reduction in the vulnerability to the political

climate in' neighbouring countries as is the ca.se for countries in the southern

African subregionft In the area of reducing dependence on one export crop or

commodity, many country programmes aim at broad diversification to transform •■

the monocultural character of their economies will be transformed into a more

broadly- based structure capable of absorbing external shocks in external commodity

prices or demand, ■ ■

15« In the area of external resources many countries indicate a variety of

objectives for reducing-in the continued dependence on external aid. Thus many

programmes refer to the need progressively to develop a base of skilled

managerial and technical manpower, to base their growth increasingly on the

process of internal capital accumulation and to strengthen and expand the

foreign exchange earning capacity of the country including economising on the

disbursements and leakages of foreign resources. Thus, despite the fact that

the country programmes of the least developed countries were prepared in a spirit

of-mobilisation of external assistance, all the African least developed countries

in their programmes place a lot of emphasis on the importance of internal resourc

mobilisation as a means of-achieving a self-reliant economy. ■ ■" ■ ■""'

16, Greater control of national natural resource as a major objective for the

attainment of a self-reliant African economy is mentioned by only a few countries

and even in these cases emphasis is mainly on conservation of.-the nation's

natural resources rather than the need for the nation to acquire a fuller know

ledge of its resources and ensure that these resources are not exploited by

external interests. This difference in emphasis between ..tfro Lagos, Plan of Action

and the individual country programmes of the African least developed countries

may be a result of the very low level of natural resource exploitation "coupled ■

with the relatively low capacity of these countries to exploit the resources

by themselves. Nevertheless it should be'-emphasized that the Lagos Plan of

Action's concern for national control over natural resources is critical for all

African countries as it is the most important means of ensuring-:the internalizes

tion of the development process.

17« Increased compliment-arity with neighbouring countries is another concern

and objective of the Lagos Plan of Action which, however, is explicitly referred

to as -an objective by only two country programmes. There is no question thr/t

this objective has also to be emphasized since it incorporates the critical ■

aspects of expanded co-operation between African countries and increased intra—

African trade - all vitally important for the attainment of a .genuinely self-

reliant African econoiny.
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B. Self-'sustainment

IB. According to the Lagos Plan of Action the major tenets of a self-sustain

ing process of economic growth and development include the following:

(a) Structural transformation of Africcn production and consumption

patterns; ■■■■■' ■•■

(b) Development and national technological capabilities within the

country; —■ -'■'■■ ■'. .-..

(c) Appropriate institution-building including effective planning and

plan implementation structures;

(d) Broad participation of the masses. ..

19. All the LDC country programmes emphasised the necessity for structural

transformation in"the establishment of a self-sustaining process of development.

However the means of achieving the socio-economic transformation and the nature

of the envisaged structures are not clearly laid' out. Most of the programmes,

for example, refer only to transforming the structure of production by raising

the share of the industrial sector--Xn/total GDP while gradually reducing the

share of agriculture and substantially reducing the share of services. In

only a very few cases is reference made ia such important and basic requirement

of self-sustainment as (i)-the establishment of antra-sectoral and inter-sectoral

linkages; (ii) transformations aimed at the establishment of basic industries

for intermediate production inputs (agricultural chemicals, implements and tools,

building materials, etc.) and the creation of a base for capital goods indust

ries; and (iii) the establishment of a strong and dynamic domestic market

adequately oriented towards the consumption of essential domestic -products and

not imported luxuries. The role of physical infrastructure, especially trans

port and comiiTunications, is nevertheless given its due importance in many programmes.

20. The development of national technological capabilities too is not given

the prominence attached to it in the Lagos Plan of Action. The only indications

in a few country programmes relating to technology concern policies for labour-

intensive techniques. In most cases the country programme implicitly assume the

continued imports,of technology.although no indications are given as.regards

the sources of the technology - i.e. from the.North or the South. Increased

attention needs to be given to this aspect of the long-term perception of how

Africa can attain a self-sustaining development.

21. In the majority of the country programmes the role that institution-build

ing can play is acknowledged. Of major importance is the fact that most of the
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programmes point to the desirability of creating an indigenous "base of entre

preneurs capable of driving the development 'process in the desired direction.

Specific, institutions are sometimes- recommended in the fields of agriculture;

energy social services, banking; etc* However two important areas which are

tackling in almost all the country programmes are research and development and

technical co-operation* There.: can be no ;doubt that for self-sustained develop

ment, African countries urgently need to establish strong institutions in these

two fields at either the individual national or the subregional levels.

22. The broad-based participation of the masses of the population in develop

ment is well recognised in the country programmes of the least developed countries.

The main aspects emphasized are the.creation of rural agriculture co-operatives

the promotion of cottage industries^ .

C- Improyemetvt in the welfare erf i the, people

23c Social welfare and social justice are given promxnene.3 among the objectives #

outlined in the country-programmes c-f the African LDCs. '.This prominence is

without question very legitimate'and. is very-much in.line .with. the. concerns of

the Monrovia Strategy and the Lag'>s Plan of-Action. . . ■ .. .

^4, One of the underlying themes of both ^QyJioiH^yWA-"Strategy and the Lagos

Piano:: A.c".:.m is the need to understandfjiofiae arick^isclfirtake "the development

process in Africa as one involving the utilisation.of rea^ domestic factor inputs

for the production of goods and. services aimed -at-satisfying the needs of the .

people. In fact the strategy is emphatic that it wavs not desirable .and feasible

to replicate alien life-styles which had often lod to a.continuing state of

dependence, persistence of mass unemploymentp-poverty, wide and increasing dis

parities in the distribution of income and wealth and gradual loss.of cultural

identity, . .

25c As such it is very encouraging to note that all African least developed

countries addressed themselves to the critical goal of improving the standards

of living of their people especially in the.rural area.--jln relation to this

goal the African least developed countrie~s outlined thc~"f611owirig objectives: :

(a) Praising the level .of the income of the people;. .. ■ ; ■

(b) Ensuring better income distribution by narrowing down inter—personal

and interregional imbalances^ '•

(c) Ensuring bettor access to basic social services of health- and.sanita— ■

tion, nutrition^ v/cter, education and housing for all the mass of the

population.;

(d) Expanding employment opportunities and ensuring sufficient wages*
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II. ANALYSES OF D27EL0PM2NT AID NATIONAL 33COUItC23 MANAGEMENT POLICIES

1. Introduction

26, The attainment of self-sufficient and self-centred economic growth
as well a3 indigenous and self-sustaining economic development in Africa
as required by the Lagos Plan of Action and Final Act, depend, among others,
on the attainment of the following three objectives:

(a) Attainment of a high level of equipment utilization and-esaeciaiW
employment of labour and a high degree of on the spot working and processing
of natural resources; .

(b) The evolution of prices and salaries compatible with the normal
flow of economic relations and social progress, which implies a revenue
EClify favouring savings promotion and a price policy to stimulate pro
duction; and

(c) Attaining a balance in g-yfrpyrnni ^^ri^^innn (especially through
an appropriate management, assistance and foreign investment policy and

by reducing capital drain in order not to comprise the chances of future
economic growth.

27. These objectives are centred around Lien, natural resources, physical

and institutional facilities and resources to finance development, The

management of national resources is fundamental for the least developed

African: ■-countries which have to overcome long-lasting structural imbalances,
which are real obstacles--to the irnp:lenientatidh of. tivi cumulative processes

leading to self=3ustaining growth:, in some cases, imbalances between

productive capacities and labour, forced people to adjust their life style

and behaviour to match the chronic shortage of employment; there are also

imbalances 'between supply and investment needs, betv-.-een the natural

resources potential (especially minerals) and the percentage of those

resources mined, between the rate of population growth and training and

social welfare facilities, -bertv/een; Vae"rGvenu"es"' of Yho modern and traditional

sectors with the result that urbanization is speeded up and the already

small organized urban economic sector becomes smaller.

?, • Natural resources

2o. The three main components of natural resources are Mineral resources,

energy resources and water resources. The situation of African countries

in general and th-3 least developed countries in particular is characterized

by an absence of geological inventories, heavy dependence on external energy

(in recent years, an average of 16 per cant of tasir export earnings was
spent on the 3l per cent of liquid fuel consumed) and an almost chronic

shortage of water, which is an important factor in thj well-being, health

and the integrated clevelopf.vjnt of "livestock, agriculture and human".
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29« The statements made by the least developed African countries reflect

an awareness of those shortcomings. Thus, uith regard to mineral resources,

emphasis was put:

(a) On the possibility of attaining an equilibrium in external trace

by increasing the portion of the demand for building materials and agricultural

inputs (especially fertilizer) satisfied by local production;

(b) And on the multiplier effect of investments in this sector in

the field of incomes and jobs.

30• It seems, however, that only three 1/ of the 21 countries concerned

outlined, in their statements, substantial investment policies for raining

mineral resources, committing an average of 15*7 per cent of planned invest

ments for 198O-1985« The others are still making inventories of potential

or looking for means of financing feasibility studies.

o;^ In line vrith the recommendations of the Lagos Plan 01 Action, the

statements focus on detailed programmes for the first half of the Decade

and almost all forecasts of large scale commercial mining are concentrated

in the first few years of the second half. Therefore, very few countries

presented a detailed study on their consumption needs and the socio-

economic impact (creatldiT of "'jobs, "'income distribution etc.,) of the

mining of mineral resources. National ir.ining funds have often been

proposed as support structures.

32O Two comments are pertinent here:

(a) The portion of the products designated as strategic by the

Lagos Plan of Action (iron, manganese, phosphate, ...) is still very small»

Production focuses mainly on precious metals (gold and diamonds, the

latter represents 11 per cent of world production) and rare moTals
(uranium accounting for 7 per cent of world production) which are traded ,

on markets where the level of protection makes producer countries absolutely

powerless to fix prices and therefore restricting the added value derived

from their exports;

(b) The range of individual actions is limited by the high level of

technology and investments required as well as the long period of gestation

of the latter.

33. As explained elsewhere, the lack of regional and subregional structures

for co-operation in mining recommenced by the Lagos Plan of Action,

constitutes a serious obstacle to the implementation of the objectives

of the plan, which is above all "a regional approach to the economic

development of Africa". Thus, investments- to renew productive capital

in the countries, which in the recent past had flourishing extractive

activities 2/ and investments to establish such -structures in countries

1/ Botswana 30.5 per cent, the Niger 7.6 per cent and Guinea 9 "per ce t,.

2/ Botswana, Central African Republic, Uganda and Tanzania.
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looking for funding, would be ::iuch easier to nobilizo.since the viability

of the projects, the competitiveness of the products and regional
complementarity, are assured.

3•' Energy and Water Resources

J4o /flie long years of draught which shook some of the least developed

African countries ac -rel.l as the increase in tho prices of potroleur.i

products -which caused an .-economic-growth crisis in the industrialized

countries.-.and had a feoc-P^ck effnet on the: developing countries whose

economics..are nainiy baied on the production ox raw materials, polorized

various policies aimed at attaining a balance in energy consumption and

satisfying essential requirements (especially in health and food --/here

uater plays a dominant role). The situation of the least developed
African- countries is characterized by:

(a). An incomplete inventory of mining and hydrogeological potential
and a low level of working of those resources with the result that fuel

imports totalled 60 or 75 per cent of export earnings and it was difficult

to increase the proportion of the industrial sector in the total value

added j

(b) The important role played by wood in total fuel consumption (it
is as high as 9^ per cent in one of the countries 3/ and its effects

on ecology; . "

(c_) A concentration of water distribution and power facilities
around large urban centres where consumption is 55 4/ to 95 per cent 5/

of the total, thus causing a c'.isproportion between "the level of satisfa

ction of neods in the urban areas (30 to xj0 per cent) and rural areas

(less than 1 to 10 per cent); for the former, problems are more in terr.is

of ultimate household consumption and for the latter they are wors in

ten-is of water and energy for productive activities»

35« The Lagos Plan of Action and Final Act propose a two-tiered approach:

(a_) At tho national level through "many email scale projects": low

out-put hydroelectric power stations in th; rural areas, locatio of

facilities by villages or by concui:icrf grouped into renewable sources of

energy (especially solur, "rind, geothermal 'and bior-iacs), national water
committees and plans, ...

(_b) At the subrcfijonal and regional levels "through large scale
projects": river ant" la:;c basin develon.iunt conciissionc, "connecting

several countries to certain major national power systems whose production

is in excess of local demand", African ".?»iDrgy Commission, African Fund

for tho Development of Energy, Intergovernmental "feter Cociniittees, ...

3d* This is how the political options of those national programmes
which are explicit appears-

3/ Upper Volta

4/ Ethiopia.

5/ '.3urundi „
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37. With regards to energy: almost all the countries envisage a policy

to gradually substitute imports of petroleum products. The most

popular substitutes are coal, hydroelectric power and renewable sources

of energy. Apart fro.?, the countries which import the greater part of

the electric power they consuls from neighbouring States and those that

are already members of river and lake basin development commissions, hardly

any countries mention making their surplus high potential electric power

available to neighbouring countries. On the contrary, the trend is

sometimes towards a declining power supply between States 6/ and some

national projects are designated as priorities -/hen the corresponding

power consumption could have been, to a largo extent, met ~^y the surpluses

from neighbouring countries. . .

3o« The unanimous acceptance of the need to develop the enormous

hydroelectric potential is not a solution to short and medium-term problems

as is showed by how slow some river and lake basin development commissions

are in.identifying cites, carrying out feasibility studies, mobilizing

resources and'.'implementing projects. The effectiveness of this potential
should be seen in the long terra. In the short term, to respond to the

objectives of the Plan, especially in the rural area, the trend seems to

be towards curbing urban consumption and promoting renewable sources of

energy. These solutions seem to be the most appropriate for the loast

developed countries because of the extremely wide dispersion of .their

populations, and the substantial investments in infrastructure required

by large-scale water supply and electrification projects. Moreover, in

line with the recommendations of the Plan, those solutions facilitate

the integration of stock breeding, agriculture and men while accommodating

acquired habits and malting tho. house work of women, to whom particular

attention is paid in the Plan, (see the chapter on: "Women and development)
less strenuous.

^" To respond to the energy demand corresponding to the increase in the
portion of industry in the total added value, all the countries stress

petroleum research while the level of qualifications of staff and technology

as well as the financial resources necessary to utilize uranium give

uranium the exclusive status of an export raw material.

* **atGr icthe focal point of the strategy to satisfy essential needs;

top priority is given to rural hydraulic engineering. In most cases, a

master water plan, which will provide water at the lowest cost, is being

prepared or implemented while projects to put water at the service of

agriculture, industries and transport are mostly liniced to the above-

mentioned hydroelectric projects.

5/ Imported electricity: from Egypt to Sudan, the volume of fJile
water which can be used by Sudan is restricted to 20 billion cubic meters,

- from Ghana to 3enin, the output distributed is limited to SO megawatts.
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."■■■■■ " 4. Humar resources

41. It is a fact that the development and participation of human resources

in accelerated economic growth arc hampered oy constraints in the fields

of health, training, and employment. It should be noted that the develop

ment of human resources appears to be the best means of implementing the
objectives of the "strategy for satisfying essential needs1,' which is based

on the improvement of the lot of the poorest people.

42. The rural populations which represent ;:iore than GO per cent of the
inhabitants of the least developed countries, have socio-economic^

indicators (rate of unemployment or underemployment, number of beds

or doctors per capita, number of teachers per child, illiteracy rates)
which are more alarming than the various national averages which, on

their own, constitute obstacles to development. Tho aim of the Lagos

Plan of Action is to wipe out those anomalies by giving priority attention

to the social strata in the majority, that is, the rural popuations

through the elaboration of adequate population policies, the reduction

of the rate of unemployment anc. under employment, training of qualified"

personnel, eradication of illiteracy.

43. The populations of the least developed African countries are affected

in particular by malnutrition, calory and vitanin deficiency (about 20
per*cent of the minimum required), and an infant mortality rate of aeout

170 per thousand per year and medical coverage of one doctor for more than
2?.000 inhabitants. These average figures do not accurately reflect the

disparities among states especially within the caste country between uraan

and*rural areas which for e;:ample range, as far as the number or patients
per doctor is concerned, fror, 22,000 to 75,000 ?/. To reduce the inadequacy

of resources required by the facilities for providing neciical treatment,

all the countries proposed primary health activities based on prevention

and provision of assistance to the people innutrition centra, the
objective being to attain, on the average, an immunity coverage of b0 ?er
.cent by 1905 and.to reduce substantially the rates of mulnutrition and

infant mortality, by.allocating ah average of 4 per cent o* tae 19uO-199O

investments for that'purpose.

44. Health needs are conplemon-od by training needs whose acuteness

stems from the high rates o? illiteracy (about o0 per cent), hign
rates of population growth ^2.5 P&r cent per year) and a population
age structure which shows that more than SO p.~ cent ox the population

is under 15 years. However, in almost all the cases, the percentage

of children attending school in this age group, is still very -low .(aoout
35 per cent of which 63 per cent for the primary school ana 1_, por cent
for secondary school). Mere again, the inadequacy of resources couplea
with the lac!; of a population policy permitting the annual population grovrth

7/ Itwanda .
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to be kept within the limits compatible -:ith the education facilities

explain why the Plan's education objectives, especially attainment of

a 100 per cent primary school attendance by 1990, are a long way fro:?,

being attained. In the short run, efforts sco-r. to be focused, on the

primary and secondary cycles consequently, self-sufficiency in qualified

personnel and the air.*, of -" 1 scientist for 5 technicians and 30 craftsmen"

are longer term objectives. Hardly any countries envisage any solutions

to the high drop out rate between the various cycles: as an indication,

in some cases G/, out of 10,000 children of school-going age, only

2,300 arc actually registered, of which 5? and 3 reach the secondary

and university Novels respectively. The possibilities of reintegrating '

them at the various levels through e;:tra curricular and vocational

training (trade associations) have often not been explained 9/ and no
reference is made to regional institutes providing training in various

fields such as statistics, planning, engineering, etc. For higher

age groups, training projects arc envisaged f.-.r^ugh literacy facilities

while very little mention is made of a. consultation among the States

in training; the tendancy is towards individual actions.

45. Once health and training are assured, men can aspire to employment

which, even though it is an essential requirement, helps to satisfy

other essential needs. The job situation in .thi least developed countries

is characterized by:

(a) Difficulties in absorbing the active population which,

according to projections, would increase by about 3 per cent per

annum from 19G0 to 2000, in the productive and permanent job creation

sectors, henco thj high rate of unemployment and underemployment;

(b) A shortage of qualified labDur;

(c) A barely organized job market and an almost total absence of

job statistics*

46. As it shall be indicated later on, tha need for an employment policy

stems from two basic aspects of the Lagos Plan of Action:

(a) The satisfaction of essential-.n-eds which calls for a redistribution

of income, especially in favour of the poorest;

/, \ And an effort towards a greater laonitizatioa of the economy in

order To ensure greater funding of investments from local resources,

because in the least developed countries, only monetary income can

be mobilized for investment purposes.

0/ Especially in Burundi.

9/ ;fith the exception of some countries such as Upper Volta, Guinea,

Tanzania and Ethiopia.
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47. For most of the national programmes, the public sector will provide

the bulk of employment through projects that are highly labour intensive.

However, this is only a short, and perhaps indium term solution and the

proportion of permanent employment which would be generated will- be

very small. Long terra solutions depend on the ability to progress from

the subsistence level to the production of marketable surpluses ac veil

as on the capacity to ensure stable cash income for the various producers

and this calls for a vigorous policy to promote firms.

48, The promotion of the private sector (especially small and medium size

firms) which is an excellent meanc of pro-vicing employment for the youth

outside the civil service, thus reducing budget imbalances, was very

often merely-outlined in the national programmes. The measures envisaged

consist in encouraging the convention <-»*■ commercial firms into small

industrial firms or cottage industries and to control the growth of

the tertiary sector by curbing credits,

5* Financial resources

49, There are two'major forms of development financing*

(a) national savings connected essentially to income; and

(b) foreign aid. .

50, The Least Developed African Countries are sharply feeling the effects

of the vicious circle of stationary economies where low incomes produce

only low savings which, in turn, supports only low rates of investments

which can only produce low outputs therefore low incomes. In odcr to

break the vicious circle, ensure a growth rate "of about 6 per cent between
1930 and 1990 (that is, a doubling of the real GDP by 1990) and ensure
investment of $US 133 billion (1979 prices), the countries envisage, two

types of measures: encouragement of national savings and substantial

increase of external aid.

Encouragessnt of national^ c-avin^

51• This is in line with the need to obligate, for the period 1931-1990,
the 3U3 53 billion needed for the local financing of investment expenditures,

52, Nith regards to the budgets of states, measures to generate surpluses

vary* "control of salaries, improvement in the efficiency of the fiscal
system, austerity measures to keep the growth rate of recurrent charges

below the rate of inflation, making public co-operations profitable to

satisfy the local savings requirements of the public sector ,f, all these

measures arc aimed at ensuring the self-financing of the public sector,

while the redistributional effects, especially of the fiscal system,

recommended by the Lagos Plan of Action are limited because the rulU of
incomes is below the taxable level and in some countries with sophisticated
taxation systems, the oyster, of taxation is beyond the data processing

capacities of the State. It is therefore necessary to examine the various

iss of improving the existing systems,
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53. In the households, measures to encourage savings focus primarly on

increasing the interest, rates on deposits- decreasing taxes on savings

income and establishing specialized banks which give priority to "the

provision of credit to savers.

54. Almost all the projections of the proportions of savings are above

the 15 per cent of GDP-required for self-sustaining growth. It seems

that the statements presented by the countries are not explicit enough

as regards the process of creating and distributing incomes; the pro

grammes only outlined general objectives ip .the field of incomes without

specifying the means of attaining them. .......

55. eternal aid should supply between 1931 and 1990 , $0 per cent of
investment expenditures (that is about $US GO billion in 1979 prices).
This substantial amount responds to the high import content of the
investments needed (especially in the industrial sector) and completes
the export promotion efforts at 8.7 P^r cent per annum (as against

10.5 per cent for imports).

56. Recent studies by the 3CA.secretariat give the impression that in
recent yoars, there might have been a negative co-relation between

external aid, growth rate and savings rate; that co-relation is largely
due to the use of aid as subsidies whoso effect on over-all growth does,
not exceed five years. Therefore, in order not to jeopardize the prospects

of future growth, States should design a system of financial programming

where priority is given to the mobilization and utilization of local

resources'and where, as recommended oy the Lagos Plan, external aid,
even on favourable terms, would only be a supplement. Thxs calls for
a profound restructuring of the institutions. Similarly, the national

programmes do not place enough emphasis on the measures to preserve

foreign exchange reserves because substantial resources are recyclea in
"the industrialized countries as invisibles (banks, insurance, promotion

and other services). . .
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III. ANALYSES OF 3ILATEHAL, SU3REGI0NAL AND RSGIONSL CO-OPERATION STRUCTURES

1. The least developed African countries and the current co-operation structures

57. The Final Act of Lagos set the objective of establishing regional economic

communities, similar to the Economic Coinmunity of West African States,, which would

gradually permit the estabj-ishnianc of e.ri African Ccr:ui-.on Mar-u-t by the year 2000.

Such a recommendation is of particular significance to the least developed countries

because most of them have geographical as well as economic and human handicaps and

genuine long-term development of their economies could be design-jd arid implemented

only within a bilateral or multilateral African framework. It is well known that

some of those countries are land-locked, island'or under-populated, all of which

makes it difficult to establish viable markets for economic development,

5c. Of the 21 least developed African countries, eight Meat African countries

are members of the Economic Community of West African States (ECO'/AS), sight
Eastern and Sourthern African States belong to the Preferential Trade Area (PTA),
two East African countries belong to the Economic Community of the Great-Lakes

Countries (CEPGL) and one Central African country is a member of the Central ..

African Customs and Economic Union (UDEAC)> Moreover, four of the eight least

developed countries of West Africa are members of the Tfest African Economic

Community (CEAO), and five are members of the Permanent Inter-State Committee on

Drought Control in the Sahel (CILSS)* Similarly, many countries are members of

organizations for the development of the river basins such as the Senegal, the

Niger, and the Gambia as well as Lake Chad* Finally, many bilateral agreement-

either between least developed countries or between least developed countries

and other African countries have been concluded and some of those.agreements,

such as those between Nigeria, are already fully operational., .

59, This brief enumeration shows clearly that there are frameworks for fruitful

cc—operation which the ls&ut developed countries could use to implement'their

10-year development programmer, prepared for the United Nations Conference on the

Least Developed Countries held in Paris from 1 to 14 September 1931 and which

adopted the Substantial New Frograr.,.;j of Action for the 1980s, Unfortunately,

as will be shc-\i later, the programmes presented by the African least developed
countries had only very iiiJ-:..r_. =.rsl niar^ir.:.! [.'L:.~z :"?r nul+inr.t.ionf.1. activities.

The reasons for this stem from domestic policies as well as external factors ■

connected with the nature cf curren1- subragional co-operation agreements. ■ " "■ ■

2n The inadequacies of Mie current structures of regional cc-opsration

60P The current subregional co-cperation agreements do not lay enough emphasis

on what should constitute the first, challenge to be faced by the developing "African

countries and particularly the least developed among them* Indeed, what these
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countries should do is (i) to take advantage of their natural resources by

developing them and processing them into consumer goods to satisfy first of nil

the requirements of their people; (ii) to develop the factors of production such

as manpower skills, technology and development institutions; (iii) to develop

domestic and overseas markets in order to support national production; (iv) to

mobilize nation.?-! financial resources in order to finance development plans; and

(v) to depend, as little as possible, on external financial resources try expanding

the possibilities of increasing foreign exchange reserves and 'by cutting down on

the sources of capital loss. Although the current economic communities are

important steps forward, they stress the harmonization of national ecomic policies

more than they do actions with a direct impact on economic growth.

5l» In the field of raw materials for example, most of the present economic

communities have not made provision for a mechanism through which countries which

produce raw materials could market them in countries which have the potential

required to utilize them for production purposes. Similarly, the co-operation

agreements contain very few elements on measures planned to expand subregional

markets for products whose production would be distributed among the States of the

subregion according to their respective potentials. More generally, the current

subregional co-operation mechanisms tend to stress the exchange of goods and services

more than the modalities of producing those goods and services vdthin a concerted

subregional framework. It should however be pointed out that some of the measures

planned by the communities or already implemented such as those connected with

communications infrastructure, the harmonization of customs policies, the estab

lishment of bodies to finance development, are,undoubtedly, in line with the

integration of the economies of the countries v/hich constitute the community.

fo In addition to these remarkable efforts, the African economic communities

should strive to transform their economies whose major current concern is (i) to

find outlets in the developed countries for the primary products and (ii) to secure
prices that are sufficiently remunerative for thoee products. Since the developed

countries cannot continue to absorb indefintely the primary products of the deve

loping countries, the latter should endeavour to establish themselves the markets

needed both to transform the raw materials and to consume the finished products.

fEhis effort would be all the easier if it were undertaken within ?. bilateral or

subregional framework where advantage could be talcen of complementarities as f^.r

as natural resources, manpower and production techniques and development institu

tions are concerned.

63. Besides the shortcomings of the current bilateral and multilateral

co-operation mechanisms, there are r.lco certain nc--ative aspects of national

economic policies. Although, as the L ,gos Plan of Action emphasizes,

concept of autonomous and self-sufficient economies should first be applied at
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■the national level, especially as far as food end other "basic requirements such

as shelter, health and education are concerned, the fact still remains that the

concept should, as far as possible, trice into account subre^ional complementarities

and be aligned with the Final Act of L\-;ofi. African countries often compete

fiercely with each other not only to acquire markets in developed countries in

order to sell the same raw materials, but also to acquire external resources to

finance identical projects. In some cases, key projects such as the construction

of hydroelectric infrastructures or baric industries are undertaken in an exclu

sively national framework while it would have been easier to implement them at the

regional level. Often, an analysis of subregional opportunities shown that a ^iven

project planned at the national level would have greater linkage effects at the

bilateral or multilateral level. Ihls is all the more true if the difficulties that

face emerging industries when they are carried out in exclusively national frameworks

(production costs, raw materials, market, management problems) are considered.

•54• Because AfricanStates are excessively dependent on external sources to

finance investments, they give priority to exclusively national, economic policies.

These sources of finance which are, for the most part bilateral, prefer to make

investments within the national framework either for political reasons or because

they feel, wrongly, that there are more risks involved in investing within a multi

national framework. Thus, because of their low level of domestic savings African

countries are "forced" to maize their development plans almost -wholly dependent on

external sources, thus negating the subregional co-operation agreements, which

should focus on the concerted production of -oodc and services from the natural,

human and financial resources of the cubregion,

65* The national programmes prepared by the African least developed countries

under the Substantial New Programme of Action adopted by the United Nations

Conference on the Least Developed Countries should "be situated in this context.

These programmes cover in general the whole of the .1950s and identify sectoral

projects whose implementation is considered a priority.

^ National programmes and bil?,teral. and subregional co-operation

55. in agriculture, all the national programmes stress food self-sufficiency and

give priority to projects .aimed at increasing food production through agricultural

development plane and the provision of incentives (experts, supply of pesticides,

insecticides and fertilizer). However, very little mention was made of re;p.onal

projects especially in agricultural research which is a field in which bilateral or

multinational co-operation could help in discovering and promoting new varieties

of seeds- Moreover, it Deems that the key problems of food self-sufficiency and

food security as dealt with in national programmes are not envisaged in a sub-

regional context. Finally, multinational river basin development projects are not

generally mentioned in national programmes.
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67<. Generally, sectoral programmes in the agricultural field do not put enough

emphasis on the support which should be £ivbn to subre.r;lonal intergovernmental

organizations in designing and implementing subre.^ional plane for food production

(especially cereals),' irrigation and the establishment of village watering points,

animal protection, etc. ''The inclusion of such projects in national programmes' would

contribute towards speeding up the implementation" of'the Lagos Plan of Action" "an

regards'collective self-reliance. '

CO ■ -' . '

Dkj' As regards manufacturing industries, while all countries stress the promotion

of import substitution industries, efforts are focused on" national projects and very

few projects are envisaged in the bilateral or subrepLonal context. Lar^e—scr\le

industrial projects in particular are indfco.tcd only as long-term activities without

specifying --zny means of implementing them. However, in some national programmes,

specific mention is mn.de of the need to encourage the establishment of multinational

private industrial concerns. Another national programme proposes the adoption of

-an industrial co-operation policy among bauxite producing countries and countries

vath hydro—electric potential with a view to the production of aluminium. Those are

very laudable intentions which are not jiven1 specific form in national programmes

with the exception of some isolated cases of bilateral industrial co-operation in

some inductrial branches such as cement and sugar factories.

69# Just like in the agricultural sector, the industrial portion of the national

programmes of African least developed countries could have placed greater stress

on investments to transform the sectors by concentrating on how best the countries

can complement each other in the fields of natural resources, manpower oualifications

and markets. The national programmes could have, for example, integrated subre&ional

projects for metallurgical, chemical and metal industries and done the same thing

for building materials industries. Thus, while external aid would be channelled

into medium-scale industrial projects (agro-industries, light import substitution

industries,...), subre;;ional co-operation, including the mobilization of subregional

fincncio.l resources, v.-ould concentrate on acquiring investments to -transform the

sectors thus permitting; progress towards collective autonomous and self—reliant

development;, •-•- ; - ■- -u...™;. . —■ . . :.

7Q« Contrary to what happens in the agricultural and'industrial sectors, the

transport cJaC. communications sector is ^;iven priority attention in national prog

rammes "dealing 'r.dth oubregional co-operation.- 'there is, in fact,-an impressive

number of rail!ray and road linkage projects such as: ' '

(p.) The railvjay network linking-Burundi, Rwanda and the United Republic

of Tg-nzariia; ' ■ . . ,

(b) "The rehabilitation of the railway links between Mali arid Senegal, ■

Ethiopia and Djibouti, and Guinea and Mali; '"■' -. -
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(c) The railway links "between Esypt and the Sudan;

(d) The Beniii-the Niger railway links;

(e) The Zojnbia-Hal.-m-Moz3Jnbinve railway linkn;

(f) Oho Upper Voltii-Mali, Malawi-Mozambique, the Niger-Algeria,the United
Republic of. Tanztuixa-Burundi-Rwcjida road links;

71. Implementation of these projects would undoubtedly constitute an important

step towards integrating the subregional economies and, in the long run, the

establishment of an African regional common market• It could simply be stressed

that these projects could have been better co-ordinated on the one hand, with the

industrial sector ac far as mechanical and electrical industries are concerned and,

on the other hand, with the development of human resources. In other words, cub-

regional planning of basic industries, structures and training institutions could

have a positive impact on subre^ionc^l transport and communico,tions programmes.

72. The last point leads to the conclusion that there has been very little or

no co-ordination amon;:,' the countries with regard to the preparation of their

10-year plans or pro,5rammes. In m-iiiy cases those programmes are not harmonized with

those bein£ drawn up or implemented in the subre;*ional intergovernmental organizations

Although it is true that the countries themselves tend to focus their development

efforts within an exclusively national,(and are therefore often vulnerable) frame

work are partly' responsible, the fact still remains that the international community,

including the United Nations system and bilateral sources of finance, has also

contributed to compartmentalizing these programmes. It should therefore be hoped

that, when preparations are beins made for round table conferences to finance prog

rammes in 1983, greater emphasis would be put on projects which are subregional or

have a subregional impact and that subregional intergovernmental organizations and

the United Nations system would co-ordinate ?.ctivities«



PART TWO: REVIEW OF SELECTED SECTORAL POLICIE

I. ?OOD AND AGRICULTUHE

73 • The two leading production sectors of the Lagos Plan of Action
are food and agriculture and industry. However food and agriculture

form the cornerstone of a self—reliant and self-sustaining development

process. Ilence, the main features of the food and agriculture sector

are those of food self-sufficiency and the development of the agriculture sector

to provide both the necessary inputs to the processing industries and the

markets for the products of the domestic industrial sector. In this way, the

Lagos Plan of Action recommends a structure of agricultural production

which emphasises the internal agricultural linkages and dynamics rather

than exports of agricultural raw materials.

lk% According to the Plan of Action, the root of the food problem in

Africa is the fact that the necessary priority has not 'ozen accorded to

agriculture in terms both of allocating adequate resources and of

giving sufficient attention to policies for .the promotion of

productivity and improvement of rural life. Consequently, the plan

outlines a variety of important priority actions to improve the

African food situation in particular and agricultural output in ger.eral.

75. In the short-term period (over the years I98O-I985),. the Lagos Plan

of Action identifies the primary objectives as being to ensure an

immediate improvement in the food situation and lay the foundations for

the achievement of food self-sufficiency especially in cereals, livestock

and fish products. The short term priority actions needed to achieve

these short-term objectives would have to include:

(a) Securing a substantial reduction in post-harvest food losses;

(b) Setting up national strategic food reserves aimed at
establishing a coherent national and/or subrcgional food security policy;

(c_) Bringing about large and sustained increases in the production
of food based on, ,^ter_alia, adequate and realistic agrarian reform,

improved organization of agricultural production, and the formulation

and application of effective and coherent incomes-and-prices policies

to ensure adequate incentives to farmers;

(d) Modification of the techno-economic structures of crop

production with better utilisation of water for on-going and new irrigation

schemes, soil conservation, flood control, physical infrastructural

development (small bridges, dams, feeder roads, rural electrification
and other social facilities) and the intensification of the v.oe

of improved hand tools and draught animals or the promotion of

mechanized farming where justified;

(9) Improving livestock and fisheries production with substantially
increased support for training, disease control, range-land management,

development of industrialized off-shore fleets, improving processing methods,

encouraging subregional co-operation, etc.
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76. in the long run, the Lagos Plan of Action recommends that African

countries should make a structural change in agriculture by adopting

policies and programmes such ac which involve:

(a) Channelling greatly increased volume of resources to agriculture;

(b) Carrying through essential rcorientations of social systems;

(c) . Applying policies to induce fanners to achieve higher

productivity;

(d_) Getting up effective national, institutions and machineries

for the formulation of relevant programmes and for their execution;

(e) Involving the youth a-nd arresting the rural-to-urban , ■ -

migration;

(f) Evolving new dimensions of intercountry co-operation programmes;

(&) Improving agricultural research by strengthening national research

system and gearing national and inter-country co-operative research programmes

to support the objectives of food self-sufficiency;

(a) Strengthening of extension services by establishing closer

-links between these services and research and developing strong

institutions for rural development planning, monitoring, data collection,

provision of agricultural credit and inputs, marketing, agro-industrial

development and storage.

77- Such short and long-term food and agricultural policies as

recommended by the Lagos Plan of Action are of vital importance to

the African least developed countries which have experienced very

poor agricultural performance in the past two decades. For example,

although agriculture constitutes the largest sector of the economics of

$he African LDCs in terms of both the numbers employed in the sector and

its absolute share in GDP, it3 growth in the 1970s only averaged about 1.3

per cent and actual per^capita food production and consumption

is estimated to have declined drastically in the came period.

According to the African least developed countries themselves, this

consistently poor performance in agriculture has been a result of

many factors ranging from ecological to institutional problems.

Thus, in lino with the diagnostics and recommendations of the Lagos

Plan of Action, the major problems of agriculture identified by

the African LDCs in their programmes,include:

(a) Drought, desertification and soil degradation including
the indiscriminate and unscientific use of land and deforestation;

(b) Inadequate allocation of resources to agriculture;

(c_) Weak institutional structures for research, extension

services, marketing, storage, rural credit, etc.;

(d) Inadequate physical infrastructures for land development,
irrigation, transport and processing;

(e) Archaic land tenure systems and production processes, all
of which need modernising and reoriontation-;
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(f) Wcaft intersectbral linkages, low use of local resources

as well as unbalanced or inappropriate -production mixes of domestic

food crops and export crops;

(£} The lack of adequate incentives policies favouring the

agricultural rural sectors;

(h) Scarcity of cultivable land especially in some email African

LDCs.

73. The individual country programmes of the African LDCc show a

profound recognition of the most critical problems in agriculture and,

indecdj many of the agricultural strategies and policies outlined in tho

programmes reflect a great determination end insight into how to

arrest and reverse the unsatisfactory past trends in agricultural

production.

79O In line with the highest, priority given to the food self-sufficiency

objective in the Lagoc Plan of Action all the individual African

LDCc gave food self-sufficiency as the major goal of agricultural

development. However, the means and policy instruments that are

propounded for the attainment of this objective differ from country to country-

reflecting the special- characteristics and problems of the

different African' LDCs.-. Thus while some countries put a lot of

emphasis on expanding farm acreage, other countries (with less

cultivable land areas) show higher preference for intensification

of production through improved land use, management, research, etc.

Similarly, some countries sec the peasant farmers as the core of the

machinery for food self-sufficiency, while other countries see the need for

expanded large scale farms and mechanisation as more important, .

50« Ilowever, it must be stressed that some very important elements '
of the Lagos Plan of Action in the field of food .self-sufficiency do not

receive adequate attention in many of the programmes of the African

LDCs. Firstly, many of the programmes do not address themselves to the

immediate actions required to bring about an immediate improvement in

the food situation iu the short-term period of 19SO-1985* Thus?

although some countries referred to the need for rehabilitating many

agricultural projects, most programmes paid little or no attention

to remedial actions to reduce post-ha.rvest losses in food or to the need

to set up national strategic food' reserves and/or national/subregional

food security systems. Similarly, only very few country programmes

showed any significant concern for the need to take into consideration:

the nutritional values of foodstruffs in their self-sufficiency

programmes.

8l. On the broader aspects of developing the agricultural sector, all

the African least developed countries reflected concerns very much cifciilar' to

those expressed in the Lagos Plan of Action. For example all the country

programmes of the African least developed countries placed a lot of :

emphasis on the need for concrete policy action to improve.agricultural
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institutions cf research, extension cervices, agricultural credit,

storage and marketing. In this area, in line with the Lagos Plan

of Action, many countries pointed to the need to (a) raise the

effectiveness of agricultural research and extension

services with more relevant agronomic research and more vigorous

agricultural training programmes including training in the use of

new technology packages, conservation tcchniqucs: etc.; (b) establish,

develop or strengthen support credit and other financing institutions

aimed mainly at ensuring the modernization of the operations of

peasant farmers, and (c) rationalize the market for foodstuffs and

improve on the over-all marketing network in and outside the country.

02. Secondly, in all the programmes African least developed countries

planned for greatly expanded resource allocation in the sector of

agriculture. These increased resources are envisaged to cover a variety of

programmes in the individual countries the most common of which

include expansion of irrigation schemes, undertaking land reclamation

programmes and stemming erosion, reinforcing village technologies with

new technology packages, establishing Gtate farms, developing river basih

schemes, etc. .Some countries also plan for greatly expanded

mechanization although many others call for caution in tliic field. Also,-

considerable resources are envisaged in the country programmes for the

development of a strong rural infrastructure especially in the areas

of feeder road transport, water, rural electrification, etc,

33 • Thirdly, the establishment of incentive schemes is emphasised in

many country programmes especially with regard to the need for renumcrative

prices to farmers and to rural development programmes that will improve

the incomes and welfare of the rural population.

^4» However one important aspect of agricultural development seems not to

have received the importance in the programmes of the African LDCs which is

accorded to it in the Lagos Plan of Action. This is the area of reorienting

the agricultural sector in such a way that it has maximum internal structural

linkages in terms of providing inputs into the domestic production processes,

consuming the output of domestic industries and providing remunerative

employment and, hence, increasing the incomes of the mass of the

population.

85» Over-all, it is noteworthy that the programmes of the African least

developed countries in the food and agriculture sector were very

much in line with the recommendations of the Lagos Plan of Action. Indeed,,

there is little doubt that if the individual LDCs manage to implement

their agricultural programmes in the I9OO3, they will make a great advance

in the direction of achieving the objectives of the Monrovia Strategy

and the Lagos Plan of Action especially as regards the elimination of

hunger and poverty for the mass of their population.
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II. INDUSTRY

86, The critical role of industrial development has been systematically

emphasised by African LDCs in their country prograsnhes, which anticipated
the objectives of the Lagos Plan of Action .in many respects. The essence

of the programmes emphasized the importance of industries which, oy

virtue of their potential effective linkages, can generate powerful Growth-
promoting effects in other industries. In a number of them it was quite

evident that the'envisaged .pattern of industrialisation in the 19^0s lias

to a large extent focused upon the basic needs strategy, Host of the programme

strongly stressed as priority areas the development of agro-based industries-

particularly local-resource-based industries using locally available inputs

or ones that can be developed 'in time.

87. The experience of these countries in. the field of industrial development
in th- 1970s was quite disappointing in many respects, anc which eventually
necessitated a substantial inflow of investment and initiated a new type

of policy modalities to alleviate the impeding constraints as well as to
dev-loD the sector on a more solid basis. The import substitution pro

grammes vigorously pursued in the 1960s and the 1970s had resulted in tne
creation of high-cost enterprises with high unit cost oi production, nigh
caoital working requirements with longer gestation periods, limited utilize
tion of by-products and waste materials, low levels of capacity utilisation

owing to erratic supplies of raw materials, lack of spare parts and com
ponents and paucity of repair and maintenance facilities, equally, export
promotion policies were not quite successful either. In the nain, ^
eVport, programmes were not sufficiently oriented to development o. external
markets. For instance, the policy of increased local processing was aamperea

by external as well as internal factors such as severe competition xrom .
export products of"developing countries in terms of both quality ana price.,
development of technology of synthetics and substitutes, inelastic G,manu

with respect to international prices, protectionist-practices ana quota
■■restrictions on labour-intensive products,^ and crude ant wsax asgrao o*

fabrication owing to lack of capital and skill.

86. Acknowledging these failures, the industrial programs for t
in r.iost of the country presentation carne with a new vision ox c
an integrated and articulated industrial plan. Further, m recognition of
the hard experience with donors andtransnational corporations, tnese

were given due attention in industrial programs. f^^^ .
industries were encouraged in new venues to develop local c^ill- anu to

reduce import content.
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^9* Stimulation of indigenous industrialization constitutes tho main thrust
of the industrial invectii'.o-rt -package of tho IQOO, In particular, more

emphasis !:as given to the development of labour-intensive products from

orojocts with low capital-labour ratioc, less energy and greater mobiliza

tion of local skills a.id resources in an effort to expand -the realm of small

and medium-size industries. This policy is mainly directed to develop

local technological capabilities, and to generate sufficient income and

employment in the rural sector with the aim of equalizing rural-urban

terns of trade, mitigating rural-urban migration and increasing the size

of the market to stimulate domestic industrial production, by increasing

demand for products fror.i industries ouch as textiles, moral manufactures

and building materials, etc. Tho introduction of an intemal-rescurce-

based industrial development, approach wou:.d, hovsver, explain the reason

why the development of industries lias boon assigned tho lowest share in

the external financial assistance package for the IS8O3.

90. The speedy implementation of tho industrial programme for the 1920s
is ultimately dependent on the pace at which the impeding constraints

to industrial growth in those countries throughout tho 1970s could be

adequately alleviated. While come of the stresses and strains arc of a

specific nature that could easily be eliminated by administrative procedures,

structural problems constitute the major obstacle, which car. be alleviated

only through the simultaneous development of tho other sectors. Among

the moot serious once are tlu growing adverse developments in the primary

sectors particularly the .erratic performance of the agricultural sector,

the undeveloped institutional and physical infrastructure, tho weak absorptive

capacity, the small size of the domestic niarket owing to inelasticity of

demand at low levels of purchasing power, the excessive cost of transport

owing to oil price hikes*for both domestic and transit trade which severely
limits thj expansion of market potential and reduce the ability to take

full advantage of the benefice of economics of scale, and the lack of

appropriate skills and technology which limits the capacity to exploit only

imperfections has compounded the cost composition and rendered most of
the industrial activities economically unviable. Price imperfection and
th- inappropriate credit policies pursued in these countries have not

been conducive to a sufficient flow of raw laaterials to proccooint;

centres with attendant huge idle capacities in the processing sector. This

appalling situation has boon further compounded by the practice in come

countries of pricing industrial outputs below production costs and the

introduction of excessive protection for inefficient operation. The

extent to which these countries are affected varies considerably with

resource endowment and geographical location™

91. Nevertheless, in practically all tlw coun^ programmes tho Iumediats
Cormonent of the Substantial Hew Programme of Action has oeen specifically

direc-tod to remedy these problems by oniiaucina tho absorptive capacity
ov the economy beforo embarking upon now projects and octaslxshmg 01
now industries, Tho Iuimediate Action Progr^imo has generally concentratec
on structural adjuatnontc which emphasize balancing investment to ensure
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hl e;liGtins opacity. In aost of the country Pro*ranu^s, sub-
^-^ ■*** allocated for the rehabilitation and rS^'loT

92. In general, most of the programs nake reference to the pro-.otion of
inauctnel eapaoiHtiw covering the ,ide ran5c of objectives ^"'£
t,e Lafios Plan of Action. Nevertheless, the decree of such Lohl.is differ.
con.xaera.ly amon2 countries :ftile Boaa countries have stressed Jhe *~ve_op-

^^1^ Y eV2n-tO thS ";tSnt ^ ntwi»8 to ad™n-- li»«» ot operation
to the -;"fo"!^in"UEtri°E' °th3rG ^ £iV°n —i^rable attentiont°i «"«lopnont of cno supportive infractructuro in tho field of

^■--««*• ^icM -ith 1*0 ^
. , o± th3 external ixnancial requirements package for th;_
-yuJc were needec; for the development of infrastructure (transport, -
constructxon) anc for agriculture and other oroductive sector- arount-.
to 40 per cent and 30 per cent respectively/ At the-sane tin->'in so*-

o-alv "y ■^?rOGTneM ±Uduftry ^ been aEGi'sned a 1OT priority rating of
o.U/ ,. p., cent. No Gouot, such unbalanced allocation of investment is
xncompatxole ,,xth the declared objectives of.Lagos Plan of Action for

+-K-.+- -^«^ ^u u"i 1V °^"' °* lLZ> OJ:Ln£ a -tast-growing sector and the
ttut oear. .hi hxg.iest potential for the creation of the conditions for
oeii-cuotairung growth and structural transformation.

one

T-^ ^1 aaaiataacfi required for the
of induGcry :;a3 directed towards the dGvolopiaont of li«ht
nc very little for fee.dov^lopm.nt of tha engineering and

oaexe metal maustrisa. . In fact, there is no clear phasing -?Or such
prxorxtxes in the LaCoo Plan of Action but on the whole stronr emphasis
wa^ placec upon the dovelcp^nt'of baexe food and toxtils industries,
wirn rhe axm o, attaining go If-sufficiency ir tho mediuza-te™ horizon.
A iiuaoar oi country p.^rai^ec for 19o^-1990 have stressed the n^od for
oux,ain£ new capabilities in new industrial venues extending to areas

oeyona t:« provision of basic food, such as paper and ch^ical industries,

-tc. nOT/ever, while tne Substantial New Prosraanio of Action reco^nds
xncreaoxnn_tnc; annual rate of *anufacturing Crowth to 9 per cent or nore

oy aevelopxn2 a^ro-based industries and on-the-apot-prbcossia-- and
oux.axn. up BQdiuMcalo and light industries to r.eet the growing needs

°\te Population _or essential and basic consumer goods, it do^a not
nia.ee any specific mention of the; development of basic industries, contrary
to Lagos Plan of Action lonc-tenn objective which place considerable
e;.ip:ia3xs on t:io dsvolopnont of interiiiediate and capital mods Industrie-

■/.ixc.: provxeeother industries -;it;: basic inputs for the^achiovenent of
ceii-GustaxiVJCi groTrth
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94. While co many countrise emphasized the need to indigonize their

industries based on the exploitation of local natural resources, no

specific projects on small-or-mediun scale industries or initation of

ancilliary iriavutienn have been proposed in their investment programmes,

In all cases, the development of small-and medium scale industries is

synonymous to the development of the rural sector. What is of utmost

importance here is the complementarity between projects and their

regional distribution for a balanced regional development. It is indeed

crucial to have a mechanism for regional development of the regions in

order to develop the rural sector by establishing small-and medium-

scale industries with employment creation potential so as to reduce

drastically the rural-urban inconi disparities in an effort to expand

the size of the market for industrial products.

95* For sustained growth of the industrial sector, the general trend

in most of the programmes favoured programme aid which improves the

productive capacity of the sector by involving cocipelmentary projects

with strong linkages to project aid. To this end, quite a number of

countries have emphasized the nood for feasibility studies for consistent

and systematic preparation of such programmes. A close examination of

these programmes has revealed that most of the projects are in lin^ with

the national priorities and tii.ie horizon of countries and are not qimply

those appealing to donors which usually emphasize the profitability criteria

in project selection in preference to a programme approach that takes

account of the basic needs such as the social impact of projects in terms

of employment and income distribution, etc. On the whole, there is

sufficient indication that the main thrust of the financial assistance

programmes for the l^OOs lies in the restructuring of the industrial

sector by increasing domestic linkages in order to achieve a greater

degree of self-sufficiency.

960 It is quite evident that a general shortage of technical skills and

support infrastructure limits industrialization in these countries. Thus,

as industrialization is a long-term process, sufficient emphasis in the

country progrananes was placed on the development of supportive sectors with

strong forward and backward linkages for self-sustaining growth, in which

resources could be best exploited in the industrial framework. The develop

ment and expansion of industry is, however, conditioned by the scale and

capacity of development of natural and human resources, power generation

and the e;:tent to which mineral resouces are exploited. Practically all

the prograsuncs have emphasized, in varying degrees, the development of

infrastructure and agriculture ac strong support for the development of

industry. 3y assigning substantial amounts of investment to the development

of agriculture, it seems there is an apparent need in most of the countries

to adopt an integrated and nulti-sectoral growth approach to foster com

plementarity between agriculture and industry. The immediate interaction

between industry and agriculture is seen as by the development of rural

infrastructure which has a close structural relationshp with both of them.

On the one hand, the expansion of rural employnont opportunities through

an integrated rural industrialization programme will generate sufficient
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demand to stimulate industry, while on the other hand, the development

of the industrial structure will enhance the development o:V the primary

sectors by securing the provision of basic inputc at lo:;er costs,

97 • In all cases, industrialization depends on the systematic - .

application of skills to the effective development of natural resources

and their transformation into goods and services. Hence in the 1950s

considerable attention have been paid to the development of the requisite

manpower and technial skills ancl to the strenghtening of existing or

creation of now national institutions aimed at deepening local skills to

develop factor inputs. In all progra-:raes, there is a clear indication

that a national apprenticeship systo;.: in industry with specialized

institutions for manpower training in specific industrial sub—sectors,

pro—vocational and vocational training programmes are to be strengthened

especially in the field of vocational guidance, skill analyses, and methods

of accelerating, skill training and up—dating training with new techniques

to improve the efficiency of industrial operations. i-'ioreover, there

is an apparent tendency to orient education to facilitate the satisfaction

of basic needs out of the resources available locally and to reduce

dependency on overseas expertise and specialized services. In this

regard, post—secondary educational and training institutions to produce

specialists at the high and middle levels in the fields of science and

technology are to expand in the 1920s.

9S« The development of industry is largely linked to the rational and

efficient exploration of local national resources. It is well known that

raw materials for industry come r.'.ainly from the country's national resources

endowment including mineral deposits, energy and forestry reserves •■ T

it is of the utmost importance that the choice of location and the scale

and capacity of the technology used in industrial units should bo in line

with the human and natural resources basj, Tha development of industrial

activities should be planned in conjuction with prograr.imes for th= con

servation and development of forests, the deve7.opnv;nt of alternative

sources of energy such as hydro—electric power, v/iiid power and solar energy

and the development of the exploitation of ::iirural resources. It is

necessary, then to establish a ;«cchanis:r. for identification, exploration

and assessment of natural resources.

99» Another area of concern is the developv.nnt of local technologies. For
an internally self-generating system, the process of adapting technology

to basic needs is very crucial. The accelerated development of natural

resources in this line requires technologies to suit environmental

conditions such as providing- equipment suitable for persons with limited

technical ability in ground exploration for minerals and underground

water and other-soil inventories. Thus, it becomes essential to,involve

the rural population in natural resource prospecting, processing and

converting thorn into intermediate and finished products by providing simple

mobile equipment and technical assistance. The public sector in this

regard can play a catalytic role as the disseminator, and promoter of the

development of indigenous technology by providing consultancy and other

basic services. This would, of course, help planners to decide on what

type of industries should be established or developed and what type of

technologies to oz imported, adapted or locally developed.
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100. In the country presentation most of the programmes for development of

natural resources are sketchy. The lack of a coherent theme among the projects

was largely due to the fact that the countries .themselves are not aware of

their potential and are therefore not in a position to .identify their needs

in relation to their natural resource inventories such as the volume and

disposition of energy sources and mineral resources etc. Hence the selection

of projects appears to be based on a sectoral and enclave type approach

without no integration with the production process to promote backward

linkages. The projects are relatively large in relation to the availaole

local skills and technology as most of them arc not specifically related

to the development of natural resources that is directly required for agri

culture and indigenous industrialization in particular. However, as the

group of African least developed countries are poor-, the natural resources

development projects should be small- to medium-scale in,nature,- labour

intensive and located in rural" areas using simple technology consistent with

factor endowment as stipulated in the Lagos Plan of Action. Although, the

present dependence on foreign technology will continue for a long two,

there is no clear indication in any of the country presentations that

appropriate measures were being considered to establish centres for the
transfer, modification, adaptation, diffusion and assimilation of imported

technology in the future.

101. As recognised by Lagos Plan of Action, the critical action for

implementation of the Decade programme for the whole region should be the

summation of full harraonization of efforts at the national level. The

modalities would then be developed and reinforced by their collective

action at the subregional and hence the regional levels. The advantage

offeree by co-operation in the field of industrial development is immense.

The opening up of external markets, joint exploration of resouces to

develop raw materials on a complementarity basis with the aim of moving

into the production of inter-mediate goods and other industrial inputs,

setting up centres for training for further utilization of human

reoources, joint exploration and evaluation of natural resources,

pooling financial and other resources, exchange of information directly
related to markets, methods of production, transfer ox technology,
arrangements such as cexsnoc-ity exchange narkate, clearing houses, producers
association, and establishments of long-term agree&ientc conceding product
specialization and product-sharing system through compismentaritieG could
provide a tremendous boost to industrial development and would eventually
strengthen the countries bargaining position in the acquisition of

technology and other oroduction inputs and factors from abroad. Intra-

African co-operation in some of these fields has been noted in some of
the country programme such as joint ventures in cement,plants, electricity

generation, road networks,joint-training centres, etc.

- On the whole, however, the programs of industrial development as

embodied in the country presentations to donoi-s cannot be termed ambitious,
Moreover the dependency syndrome that prevailed throughout the 1970s may
not prove to bo conducive to stimulating industrial growth in the long run
piven the continuing deterioration in the international economic situation

by which the least developed countries will be the most affected. Moreover,
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even if the funds are forthcoming they may not be in harmony with the taste

needs and size of the local market. Thay past experience with transnational

corporations more or less confirms this fact. Throughout their operation

in Africa and time horizon of transnational corporations the objectives

clearly conflict with the interest of the Governments of the African-

least developed countries. Therefore, the acquisition as foreign capital

is a very slow process and in fact a supplement and not a substitute for

local efforts, countries should, as a Flatter of urgency, use their, own

resources to stimulate tho growth of specific branches of industries

for which thoy have some comparative advantage such as small- and medium—

seals industries and enact procurement laws to favour such ventures and

supplement then with rationalization programmes to upgrade equipment and

financial support, to substitute imports by domestic raw materials, and to

take concerted action at the national and regional levels to implement plans

for collective industrialization based on the concept of self-reliance as

stipulated in the Lagos Plan of Action.
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III, TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATIONS

1. Background

103. Available data show that the system of transport .-and communications

in Africa in Seneral has not been sufficiently adapted to development objectives.

In most countries, the transport system has been composed mainly of roads linking

coastal peninsulas with the hinterland-. Ihese roads uere built primarily for

reasons of foreign trade: for sending raw materials from Africa to the developed

countries and, in return, importing consumer and capital goods. However, these

traditional route of communication have been inadequate for promoting domestic

trade or even for trade with neighbouring countries. In fact, the road network

in most African countries is underdeveloped in terms of both length and quality

of construction. Most countries have developed their transport systems independently

of their neighbours, making communication difficult.

104. The situation of transport and communications is especially critical for

the 21 African least developed countries. In their programmes submitted to the

United Nations Conference on the Least Developed Countries, these countries dwelt

at length the alarming state of their transport and communications systems. Biey

stressed in particular the fact that, during the 1970s, the transport and communi

cations sector degenerated to such a decree that it currently constitutes a major

bottleneck in their over-all economic growth. As concerns road transport, they

noted the poor condition of the road network, which fails to meet the needs of

rural development, domestic trade and the tourist industry. Numerous secondary

roads and most service roads cannot be used during the rainy season. Only some

15 per cent of all roads are bitumen-surfaced, the rest being earth roads and tracks.

The rail network, which often consists of a single track, has a relatively poor
utilization rate overr.ll and is an obstacle to the expansion of the economy as'- a whole,

even though railways are the most economic means of transporting goods over long

distances or in larrje quantities. Inland water transport remains minimal in general,

in relation to these countries' enormous natural potential. Port facilities are

inadequate and the occupancy rate of berthing ports is high. Air transport, which

is an advantageous means of linking various national and international regions,

still plays a very limited role in agricultural .and industrial development and in

the domestic transport of goods intended for export.

105. Bie fundamental constraint to the development of transport and communications

systems in African least developed countries is financing not only infrastructures

but particularly maintenance. In most countries, available national resources

cover only approximately 25 to 30 per cent of needs. To this is added the lack of

qualified personnel, difficulties in replacing machinery and obtaining spare part*,
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delays in delivery, lack of foreign currency to import new vehicles in sufficient

numbers, the lack of comprehensive national transport plans integrated in the

economy, overstaffin^ and inefficient and disastrous administration and financial

management. Because of extremely high costs, ro,?.ds, airports and other components

of the transport infrastructure are not adequately maintained. The telecommunication

network is elementary, obsolete and far from being able to meet current needs; many

areas are without telephone and international communications "by telephone and tele

graph are seriously hampered by long waiting periods. . .

106. The transport situation is of particular concern in the 11 land-locked

least developed- countries in Africa.' The transport and communications capacity

of these countries is- far from being capable of ensuring the import and export of

goods and rural development. The lack of an Opening to the sea makes..-.these countries

far removed and,-isolated from world markets. These countries are totally dependent

on the ports and shipping services of forst^ji countries* . This poses

problems for the transit of passengers and goods across neighbouring territories

and entails high transport costs.

107. However, Africa as a whole has l'7-major transit corridors: six en the east

coast, five along the coast of Central Africa, five on the west coast -and one on the

north coast; each of these corridors is unique as regards its environment and

physical conditions, the technical modes of transport in use and economic and poli

tical conditions. Land-locked countries nevertheless remain beset by difficulties

related to the transit transport of goods and passengers. These difficulties consist

of high transport' costs resulting from inefficient transport management;; dependence

on inadequately-qualified personnel; imbalances in traffic, depending on direction

and season; andr:the lack of adequate basic facilities and services, such as telepnones,

telegraphs," telexes and postal services along the entire transit routes. The general

inadequacies in transport shared by all African least developed countries hamper the

development of trade among these countries. Uw than 5 per cent of foreign trade

occurs among African countries because of the inability of transport, and communi

cations systems to ensure the smooth flow of goods, passengers, information-and

ideas. This inadequacy slows doun in particular the implementation of .new projects

as compared with forecasts, resulting in a loss of production and an abnormal run-

over of costs,

2. Global strategy and plan of action for transport, and cOmmunicarious

108. In resolution 291 (nil) of 26 February 1977, at its fourth meeting, the

ECA Conference of Ministers recommended that the international community should

proclaim a Transport'and Communications Decade in Africa during the years 197&-1988-
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This recommendation was adopted by the United Nations General Assembly. Subsequently,

the Assembly of African Heads of .State and Government meeting at an Economic Summit

at Lagos, endorsed the proclamation of the Transport and. Communications Decade

in Africa. In brief, the various Lagos resolutions recommended, inter alia, a global

strategy fpr.the ..development. of transport., and' communications ''throughout the entire

region, while stressing problems of harmonization, cc—ordination, modernization and

development.

109. The Lagos strate:-y for transport and communications is intended to ensure

independence, collective autonomy and co-operation among African countries in all

areas and for all modes of transport and communications by:

(a). Promoting the integration of transport and communications infrastructures

with a view to increasing intra-African trade;

(b) Ensuring co-ordination of the various transport systems in order to

increase their efficiency;

(c.) Opening up Africa's land-locked countries and isolated regions;—

(d) Harmonization of national regulations and reduction to a minimum of

physical~and non-physical barriers with the aim of facilitating the movement of

persons and goods and of standardizing networks and equipment, research and

documentation of techniques adapted to Africa.;

(e) Promotion of African industry in the field of transport and communication

equipment" and, to this ..end,., mobilization of technical and financial resources
during the Decade with a. view to providing the development .and modernization of

transport and communications infrastructures in Africa.

strategy bears specifically on the: (l) establishment of a transport

and communications infrastructure; (2) training of administrative and technical ~

■personnel;-- (3) setting, up. of national transport and communications industries;

(4) adoption of appropriate and harmonized-legislation intended to promote the

,-moveraent. of .persons and. goods, and protect the environment, the establishment or ^

strengthening of centres for the elaboration of development policies and the

establishment of co-ordination machineries and an information system with a view

to monitoring the application of the strategy in the various sectors.

Hit As concerns the least developed countries, the Lagos Plan of Action speci

fically recommends the development'Of transport -arid-communications with:;eniphasis

building local capacities for the construction ana-maintenance of feeder roads in

order to ensure efficient production and. distribution of goods and services. Stress

should also be laid on the improvement of transit services for landr-locked countries
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and on the development multimodal transport .systems. Coastal countries are also

requested to facilitate land-locked countries' access to the sea and provide

them with port, facilities to open them up.

3« Implementation of.the Lagos Plan of Action by least developed 'countries , ,

112. The programmes introduced at the United Nations Conference on the Least- -

Developed Countries contain general provisions concerning general policy objectives

and orders of priority as well as projects intended to develop and improve the

transport and communications systems of these countries. In general, these investment

programmes for the 1980s are aimed at improving transport and communications services

in such a way as to strengthen domestic and intra-African trade, eliminate bottle—neckc

sovac'tb meet urgent needs in other sectors of the economy and provide support

services required for the implementation of agricultural and industrial development

programmes. A high level of priority is granted to the expansion of both goods and

passenger transport in order to meet needs as economically as possible,

113- In: the! context of the Lagos': strategy for1 transport and communications'

national projects are classified according to v/hether they are located in least

developed countries or in other African countries. This classification can be

summarized as "follows:

Table 1

Programme of the first phase (198O-I983) of the United Nations

Transport and Communications Decade in Africa ■

(Millions of United States dollars)

Type

National projects with. a.

regional impact Other ProjectTotal national j

projects LDCs a/ Other countries b/ LDCs a/other countries

Transport 7 351/83

Communications 260-9

2 503.21 3 096.07 766.05

53.24

985.9

207.66

Source: United Nations Trg-nsport and Communications Decr.de in Africa, 1978-1908

(e/cN.H/726 - E/CN.14/TRANS/147), vol. 1, p. 31-

a/ LDC indicates least developed countries. ■

b/ Developing countries in Africa other than least developed countries.
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Hi. The Lagos strategy acknowledges the priority that must be accorded to

least developed countries, given that most of them are also land-locked or island

countries- Consequently, the magnitude of the work that they face in national

reconstruction and implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action calls for special

efforts to be mc.de on their "behalf in the are.", of transport and commvjiications.

In order for the Decade to be concretely impelmented as soon as possible, priority

has been given to international financing of national projects located in least

developed countries or in countries capable of facilitating the rapid opening up

of land-locked countries* Most projects or 95 Per cent of all credits sought, are

for investments or acquisition of equipment (construction, overhauling, expansion),

with 1.2 per cent earmarked for studies and technical assistance, 3.3 per cent for

training and 0.2 per cent for co-operation activities. This high amount of investment

merely indicates the inadequacy of the basic infrastructure of African transport and

communications in general and in the least developed countries in particular.

115" The fact that the projects selected for the first phase of the Decade are

located in specific countries but of interest to neighbouring countries raises the

issue of responsibility for their financing. Ihis problem is of particular concern to

transit countries, which must often develop their transport and communications infras

tructures beyond their national needs to meet those of neighbouring land-locked

countries, Ihe same is true for the land-locked countries themselves, which must set

up the transport and communications infrastructures needed in the context of sub—

regional integration. Nevertheless, the cost of these projects often exceeds the

financial capacities of these countries, thus justifying the provision of financial

assistance by +.he entire community, if necessary, through- the establishment of

appropriate instruments for co-operation and community financing to promote and

accelerate the implementation of projects with an acknowledged regional impact.

115, In the area of roads and road transport, least developed countries have given

priority in their programed for the 1980s to the implementation of projects for the

construction of feeder roads linking remote rural areas to national highways and

rail networks; to the purchase of road vehicles; to the expansion of repair and

maintenance facilities; and to the establishment of road transport companies. Some

countries intend to furnish and maintain vehicles for urban, interurban and regional

public transport. Ihere are even some trucking; projects intended to establish

trucking companies which would also provide re/^ular vehicle maintenance and manpower

training. However, the quality of the ro \d networks in these countries is uneven

and is marked "by varying standards of construction- For example, countries such as

Burundi and R-randa suffer from inadequate road investment in neighbouring countries

(the United Republic of Tanzania and Uganda). In West Africa, the basic overland

transport system is talcing shape with a road network designed in accordance with

standards for all-weather use. Projects in this subregion are geared towards the

systematic maintenance end overhauling of national infrastructures.
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117» At present, five major trans-African highway projects are being implemented

throughout the continent, namely s the Mombasa-Lagos; Trans—African Highway; the Dakar-!

Ndjamena Highway; the Lagos-Nouakchott Highway; the Cairo-Gaborone Trans East

African Highway and the Trans-Saharan Road* In addition, the construction of four

other trans-African highways is planned? Tripoli-Luanda; Nouekchott-Cniro; Ndjamena-

Maosaw?, and Beira-Lobito—Luanda. These trans-African highvo^E will serve as a basic

framevjork for the pan-African network and '.-ill be connected by feeder roads gradually

to complete the major African network. Among the projects of African least developed

countries included in programmes for the 1980s, particular priority has been %iven

to projects related to the completion of the trans-African highway network and to

projects for opening up land-locked countries.

llo. In the area of rail transport, it must noted that African railways are mn.de

up of numerous national networks largely independent of each other and with

differing characteristics. Thus, the fundamental problem of interconnection, as

emphasized in the Lagos Plan of Action, raises questions in four technical areas

related to track gauge, dimensions of rolling stock, braking and traction. The

programmes of African least developed countries stress investment for strengthening

operational effectiveness, improving track, replacing obsolete rolling stock and

improving signaling and modes of communication. The major operations scheduled

in this area relate primarily to the improvement of network management and adminis

tration; modernization and maintenance of equipment infrastructures; training of the

personnel needed for efficient running of the networks, particularly man?,gement and

technical personnel; and the development of a railway industry. M xiy least developed

countries are convinced of the need to carry out, although in the long term, the

interconnection of lines called for in the Lagos Plan of Action to facilitate the

movement of passengers and £oods across Africa. They are also convinced that imple

mentation of the Plan in this area must be preceeded by the modernisation .and harmo

nization of present-day rail netv.rorksa For these countries, then, the priority

short-term action must be the development and implementation of modernisation prog

rammes, rather than the expansion of networks and their interconnection,

H9» In the area of maritime and inland water transport, LEC programmes are

intended to strengthen cargo-handling resources by modernizing existing facilities

and acquiring new barres and tugs; upgrading port operations by shortening berthing

periods; expanding berthing ports; and helping to solve the problem of silting

and sedimentation. Projects selected in the area of inland water transport consist

of the establishment of an inland water transport organization vrtiich would-be res

ponsible for all lighter .and bar,^e transport as well as all ferry services; the

building along rivers of piers better adapted to the loading and unloading of bulk

cargoes, goods in general and passengers; improvement of ferry terminals and an

increase in the number of ramps and passageways and shore facilities; and the

installation of navigational devices along the entire length of the river.
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Likewise, several projects concerning the training of maritime personnel, the

establishment of new schools and financial assistance to existing schools have

been identified in various LDC programmes.

120, LDC civil aviation programmes focus primarily on the improvement of existing

airports, which must be brought up to international standards; increasing pp,ssenger

-and goods traffic by means of measures to attract a greater number of airlines

and jumbo jets to national airports; and increasing the number of high-level civil

aviation personnel. These projects call for, among other things, special action

concerning air freight to encourage intra-African trade and to develop the exports

of African commodities to developed countries„ At the same time, there are very

few projects for the establishment of a multinational, regional airline, since

many national airlines of LDCc are experiencing difficulties in maintaining regular

operations. Mention should be made, houever, of the establishment of a subregional

airline in the context of the ?iconomic Community of the Great L Ices countries, to

which Burundi and Rwanda belong; this project is in line with the Lagos strategy,

which envisages prospects for the progressive integration of African r.ir transport

by stressing projects of regional and subregional interest.

121
• In the area of telecommunications, LDC projects submitted to the Paris

Conference stress the restructuring of the direction and organization of telecom

munication services in order to increase telephone and telex circuits to meet

current needs and to improve the quality of both incoming and outgoing traffic;

increasing the profitability of services while stressing their commercial nature;

and the tightening of links with the Paji-African Telecommunications Network. Plans

also call for a reinforcement of postal services staff and managerial personnel by

means of training conducted on the job and abroad. Likeidse, special consideration

is given to the development of domestic routing and distribution of mail, the

revitalizing of postal savings services through hi/£ier interest rates and the expan

sion of rural postal services,,

4. Conclusion

122, In order for the Transport and Communications Decade to be translated into

concrete results, machineries for co-ordination and monitoring must be established

at both national and subre^ional levelso It is still too so<r\ to ascertain

whether the Decade is being implemented fully in African least developed countries,

since the implementation of programmes and projects falling under the .Decode requires

considerable resources that must be sought first of all at the national level.

However, in view of the extremely difficult situation of all African least developed

countries in this area, and tailing into account the very high cost of transport and

communications, the implementation of projects in this sector will require the

provision of considerable material, financial and technical resources by the
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international community to supplement local resources. At the Paris Conference

on the Least Developed Countries, some donors committed themselves to financing

transport and communications projects uith specifically regional character, "but

this financing is far from sufficient. As a result, the promotion of the total

development of transport and communications means that States and national transport

and communicationc companies should co-operate with' a view to ensuring the frvtiera.!.

utilization of the various national and international resources. Ihis co-operation

must be aimed at increasing the effectiveness and profitability of the various modes

of tirahsport (road, maritime, inland water and air) and telecommunications, but

especially at leading to the eventual establishment of multinational companies which

could mobilize all the most important national resources vrith a view to implementing

and accelerating the implementation of projects whose regional impact -is recognized.




